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The E-bike solves Uganda's Vulnerable
communities' challenges of Unemployment,
Sustainability and Accessibility.
On FABIO's encounter with the E-bike
beneficiaries to ascertain the extent of their
livelihood improvement, many confessed that
indeed the E-Bike is a solution to their Socioeconomic challenges

Mr Kalange Sulaiman Narrates
his journey and experience with
the E-Bike.

"Am a resident of Bukaya village, Njeru
municipal council, 56 years, a father of 6
children and bicycle cyclist/driver.
Life was so miserable before I got the FABIO EBike. I was using a manual bike locally known as
manigakifuba implying that to ride that bike
one has to derive a lot of energy from the
chest. Because of that I had developed chest
pain and my health had started deteriorating. I I
can never forget the days when I left home in
the morning to go for work and came back with
only 1000/= moreover with a big family to take
care of.
Life had pushed me to the extreme and often
felt like a useless father to my children who
could not even support them.

The day I got the E-Bike became the most
memorable and a turning point in my life and
family. I now have a contract of delivering
food on a daily basis to Bukaya Primary
School and 6 pupils whom I transport to
school everyday. My daily income has grown
from 50000/= to 130,000/= a months. My
health has stabilized and now am also able to
pay school fees for my children.

I
want
to
convey
my
sincere
appreciation
to
FABIO/EURIST
for
thinking about such programmes that
support the vulnerable people. You
created hope at time I had lost it all

